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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this research is to develop training scenarios on environmental
education using Science, Technology, Society, Environment (STSE) model integrated into scientific
thematic lessons, particularly for prospective early childhood teachers. In addition, product efficiency
on the positive attitudes of the trainers towards the environment was examined. The abovementioned objectives are possibly achieved with the following activities: 1) initializing the Borg &
Gall model (1999) and 2) assessing the resulting product value using t-test, termed pre-test and posttest. Therefore, the applied simulations were declared suitable for use after series of developmental
events.
The results involved three expert assessments in the field of early childhood, environmental
education, and educational technology, although further analysis is required. Subsequent
investigation conducted on the subject user group, indicating a positive value of 83.3%, in support of
the product.
Therefore, the efficiency test results showed the training on environmental education using
the STSE model and integrated with scientific thematic lessons, were known to enhance 32.44% of all
aspects of the prospective teacher's positive attitudes on the environment.
Keywords: training, environment education, Science-Technology-Society-Enviroment (STSE) model,
Science Studies, positive attitude to environment

Currently, severe damage to the environment appears to be a disturbing situation,
due to inadequate display of positive mentality. This is probably attributed to the pathetic
appreciation of environmental education. One possible approach to overcome this challenge
is to train prospective early childhood teachers to inculcate constructive behavior towards
the environment from a very young age. As a result, a community of positive-minded
individuals campaigning for sustainable development is assumed to emerge. Moreover, the
orientation for elementary teachers is enhanced by modifying early childhood curriculum,
through incorporating environmental education in academic courses, and also providing
stand-alone trainings as alternatives due to effective and direct implementation. (Tal, 2001)
METHOD
Borg & Gall (1999) model was applied to develop the product, and the effectiveness
was analyzed using t-test, termed pre-test and post-test. The development processes
include: 1) preliminary research and data collection, 2) planning, 3) sample design, 4)
primary field testing, 5) initial product revision, 6) further field testing and 7) operational
product review. However, 8) operational testing, 9) final product revision, and 10)
dissemination, were not employed due to certain adjustment to the needs, time, and
objectives. Furthermore, effectiveness experiment was used to determine the product utility
in order to increase the positive attitude.
The analysis of the development results based on expert and user group assessments
were provided. The specialist’s category includes: utility, feasibility, and accuracy. These
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were performed in the fields of early childhood, environmental education, and educational
technology, with the processing of qualitative and quantitative data. Subsequently, the user
group was involved with undergraduate students of early childhood education major,
through closed interviews and specifying written suggestions on: 1) product contents, 2)
writing systematics, 3) layout, and 4) follow-up obtained from the processed data.
RESULT
A. Analysis of Expert Assessment
1. Quantitative Data
This data was obtained from expert assessment using questionnaires. Also, the
analysis includes: utility, feasibility, and accuracy, as conducted by three professionals of
early childhood, environmental education, and educational technology.
The results originated from the examination of utility, feasibility and accuracy on
training scenarios on environmental education using STSE model integrated into scientific
thematic lessons. However, further use and development are possible.
These provisions are therefore, employed to train prospective teachers
(undergraduate students of early childhood education) to exhibit positive behaviors towards
sustaining the environment using Natural Sciences (IPA) learning approach.
1. Qualitative Data
This data was obtained from input or opinions of experts after careful study of the
training scenario draft.
a. Expert I (Early Childhood Education)
The specialist expressed certain dominant ideas and suggestions, including: 1)
adequate use of training brochure for prospective teachers in developing learning tools by
integrating environmental education into scientific thematic lessons and STSE model, 2) to
facilitate simple comprehension, the book provided several illustration based on the
presented material. 3) the integration method appeared practical and easy to follow, 4)
lesson plans and concrete examples were included in order to enhance comprehension.
In terms of feasibility, early childhood education expert stated the training scenario
on environmental education with STSE model, is already sufficient for application. This is
captured in a comprehensive discussion between various materials in the publication.
Furthermore, in terms of accuracy, the document was considered significant and appropriate
for prospective teachers, although there is need to cater for elementary school.
b. Expert II (Environmental Education)
The expert was handed the training scenario draft and within of 2 weeks to study,
was able to provide significant contributions as follows: 1) there was no clarity of concept in
order to ascertain the level of accepted for low or high class, 2) models and materials are
based on studies or learning experiences of elementary school, and 3) theme or topics of
environmental education are expected to be more specific.
Based on the suggestions and main concepts, efforts at improving the draft are in
accordance with provisions from the professionals.
c. Expert III (Educational Technology Expert)
The consultant was provided with corrective input on the draft guidebook and
training materials, with specified appreciation.
Also, certain opinions are deemed urgent based on expert’s submission, including:
1). In the manual, the specific objectives to achieve through the training are clearly outlined,
2) pictures are required to facilitate action in each stage, 3) from a technical perspective, the
cover design, both in the guidebook and the material, is expected to contain 3 - 4 images, and
presented in enlarged format depending on the page, 4) book titles at home appear as a
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guidebook and material put together, and not barely as attachment, 5) the need to pay
careful attention to consistency in terms of using upper and lower case letters, particularly in
the book , and 6) layouts are considered, therefore lesser pictures are extended, especially
for the cover.
Apart from the above suggestions, experts appreciate the benefits of the book,
including: 1) the value for prospective teachers as a breakthrough in training systems using
STSE approach, 2) appropriate for use due to simpler language and easily comprehended
contents, and 3) sufficiency in terms of presentation.
B. User Group Test Analysis
1. Quantitative Data
The analysis result conducted by the user group subjects was specified at 83.3%, and
was declared suitable to the product. In addition, the assessments were described as follows:
Table 4.19
Description

:

Tabulation of the field test interviews results
Sb
Sb
Sb
Sb
Sb
Sb
1
2
3
4
5
6
of yes
5
4
5
5
5
6

The number
answers
The number of no answers
The total yes answer
The total no answer
Total Answers
Description: Sb = subject

1
2
1
30 = 83.3 %
6 = 16.7 %
36

1

1

0

Based on the above table, the subjects generally offered yes answers up to 30 or
83.3%. This denotes several respondents agreed, understood and stated the product as
useful. Meanwhile, the no outcomes were barely 6 or 16.7% of the total 36 responses.
Specifically, the results are described as follows:
a. Is this product easy to understand? A total of 6 respondents answered yes.
b. Is this product useful to prospective teachers? Out of 6 respondents, only 1 provided a no.
This shows the other 5 stated the draft was considered quite significant.
c. Is this training product important to apply in order to increase the prospective teacher's
knowledge on environmental education? This question was responded with 6 yes
answers, indicating absolute agreement.
d. Can environmental education be integrated into scientific thematic lessons in elementary
schools? This question was responded with 6 yes, therefore the total number were in
support.
e. Do you understand the STSE concept? The respondents did not actually comprehend the
concept, as observed from the reactions. However, out of 6 submissions, only one selected
yes (understand), while the remaining 5 said no.
f. Do teachers need to acquire special education, in order to train students on integrated
science lesson model of environmental education with STSE model? Overall, the
respondents specified yes.
C. The Results of Product Effectiveness Test
The effectiveness test result is believed to be the success of training on
environmental education, using the STSE model integrated into scientific thematic lessons, as
observed in the increase of average score from 2.80 to 3.71, or by 32.44%. This implies the
training on environmental education using STSE model, and integrated with scientific
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thematic lessons, is significant in enhancing positive attitudes of prospective early Childhood
teachers towards the environment. Specifically, the results are described as follows
(according to the instrument developed by Harlen (1993), termed: 1) the training tends to
advance by 21.95% in terms of concern for prospective teachers towards the environment,
2) an increase by 36.40% based on appreciation 3) the inclination by 34.94% in terms of
prospective teacher's responsibility towards the environment, and 4) the training enhanced
37.69% of the prospective teacher's attitudes to protect the environment, 5) the capacity to
expand 32.44% of all positive attitudes aspects on prospective early childhood teachers.
CONCLUSION
Based on results and discussions, the constraints in implementation were identified
as follow-up or continuity. The development model appeared absolutely effective in
enhancing prospective teacher's attitudes towards the environment. Eventually, the
participants are sufficiently equipped to provide appropriate environmental learning and
advocacy on sustainable and eco-friendly awareness. As the trainings are not delivered
continuously through lectures, integrating with scientific thematic lessons (science), was
therefore aimed at easily transforming these knowledge using the STSE approach. However,
only the participants are expected to feel the impact.
This weakness occurs due to the difference in concept between training and
education, as training is barely conducted incidentally and outside the lecture system, with
unpredictable continuity. Furthermore, the application of training concept on the objectives
of this study in terms to lecture systems, is possible by including environmental education
materials for Bachelor of Early Childhood Education. Therefore, more effective and
sustainability are guaranteed as the implementation is performed continuously and in a
structured manner.
Based on the results of the above conclusions, necessary recommendations were
provided, including: 1) the need to expand the implementation of model to match with the
activities of elementary school teachers. This is possibly conducted using LPMP (Educational
Quality Assurance Agency) or the Local Education Office in collaboration with Higher
Education, 2) The model developed through this training was unable to guarantee
continuity/follow-up as a result of existing outside confines of the lecture system. Therefore,
there is need to develop the environmental education concept in Bachelor of Early Childhood
Education by adopting an environmental education training model using STSE approach, and
integrating scientific thematic lessons into the curriculum, and 3) the development is only
limited to testing changes in attitudes towards prospective teachers or training participants.
Therefore, further extension is recommended on the ability of training system both in service
or through outside lectures to measure changes in attitudes towards the environment in
students after teachers are adequately trained.
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